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Back Pain in the Young Child and Adolescent: A Case-Based GuideSpringer, 2020

	
		Back pain is a common musculoskeletal condition that presents to physicians in the primary care office, the urgent care facility, and the emergency room. However, few  primary care physicians have received education and training about the appropriate workup and referral for a child who presents with back pain. This book is...
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Wallach's Interpretation of Diagnostic Tests (Interpretation of Diagnostic Tests (Wallach))Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2011

	
		Wallach’s Interpretation of Diagnostic Tests, now in its Ninth Edition, has been completely revised and updated by a new author team from the Department of Hospital Laboratories, UMass Memorial Medical Center faculty, who are carrying on the tradition of Jacques Wallach’s teachings.  This text...
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Oxford American Handbook of Sports MedicineOxford University Press, 2010

	Written by leading American practitioners, the Oxford American Handbooks of Medicine each offer a pocket-sized overview of an entire specialty, featuring instant access to guidance on the conditions that are most likely to be encountered. Precise and prescriptive, the handbooks offer up-to-date advice on examination, investigations, common...
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Renal Cell Carcinoma: Molecular Biology, Immunology, and Clinical Management (Current Clinical Oncology)Humana Press, 2000

	Leading clinicians and researchers critically survey a decade of clinical, biological, and pathological knowledge, and show how it is best applied to the management of both localized and advanced renal cell carcinoma. Their discussions include the latest developments in molecular genetics and immune dysfunction, and fully treat the roles of...
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Statistical Inference on Residual Life (Statistics for Biology and Health)Springer, 2014

	This is a monograph on the concept of residual life, which is an alternative summary measure of time-to-event data, or survival data. The mean residual life has been used for many years under the name of life expectancy, so it is a natural concept for summarizing survival or reliability data. It is also more interpretable than the popular...
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Advances in Nuclear Oncology:: Diagnosis and TherapyInforma Healthcare, 2007

	The diagnostic and therapeutic achievements in radiopharmaceuticals and nuclear medicine instrumentation – PET, SPECT, MR, CT and their hypbrids PET-CT and SPECT-CT – are the result of the interdisciplinary research efforts of cell-biologists, chemists, pharmacologists, physicists, computer-scientists, engineers, nuclear...
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Genome and Disease (Genome Dynamics, Vol. 1)Karger, 2006

	Cancer and other genetic human diseases are caused by a variety of mutations, ranging from subtle sequence changes to larger genomic rearrangements and alterations in chromosome number (aneuploidy). With contributions by reputed experts, this book aims to update the knowledge on the multiple mechanisms of genomic instability leading to human...
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Nutritional Management of Diabetes Mellitus and Dysmetabolic Syndrome: 11th Nestlé Nutrition Workshop, Hangzhou, October-November 2005 (Nestlé ... Clinical & Performance Program, Vol. 11)Karger, 2006

	Over the next decade, the global number of people with diabetes and at risk of diabetes and cardiovascular disease is expected to grow by 25%, largely driven by the rising prevalence of obesity and inactivity. The problem is especially serious in Asia, where the WHO predicts that in less than a decade, 60% of the worldwide population with...
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Protein Shakes for the Brain: 91 Games and Exercises to Work Your Minds Muscle to the MaxMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Increasingly, scientific evidence tells us that our minds don’t have to deteriorate as we age—there are things we can do now to dramatically increase the probability of staying mentally and physically fit throughout our lives. This is good news indeed, because mental fitness and agility are so directly connected to a good quality of...
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Acute Aortic Disease (Fundamental and Clinical Cardiology)Informa Healthcare, 2007

	Covering the pathophysiology, imaging, diagnosis, and treatment of a variety of aortic aneurysms and dissections, this source helps physicians effectively examine and evaluate affected individuals in clinical or emergency care settings. Offering a wide array of illustrations, x-rays, and operative photographs to emphasize key anatomic...
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Point-of-Care Diagnostics on a Chip (Biological and Medical Physics, Biomedical Engineering)Springer, 2013

	The topic of this book is the development of automated and inexpensive tools that transfer medical tests from a specialized clinical laboratory directly to the point of care, using biochip technology. Immediate access to medically relevant biochemical information for doctors and nurses promises to revolutionize patient care and dramatically...
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Common Problems in the Newborn Nursery: An Evidence and Case-based GuideSpringer, 2018

	
		This comprehensive book thoroughly addresses common clinical challenges in newborns, providing an evidence-based, step-by-step approach for their diagnosis and management. Common Problems in the Newborn Nursery is designed to be an easy-to-use, practical guide, covering a full range of clinical dilemmas: bacterial and...
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